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Cyber safety @ Scopus
SCOPUS students from both junior campuses
recently came together for a Cyber Safety
workshop run by the Cyber Safety Project.
The students were educated about
protecting their passwords and online identity,
the importance of not talking to strangers
online, and how to make good choices when
online.
In a follow-up session, teachers attended
an informative professional development
afternoon and discussed current cyber safety
issues.
Scopus parents will also have the
opportunity to attend a parent education
evening in May on cyber safety and keeping
children safe online.

MAGEN DAVID ADOM

Red Cross recognition for MDA
THE Australian Red Cross Blood Service recently
acknowledged Magen David Adom Australia’s
contribution to the medical field in 2018 with
the Victorian Red25 Excellence award.
Red25 is a life-saving social responsibility
program where workplaces, community
groups and universities around Australia unite
to save lives through blood donation.
In the presence of a range of community,
state and federal organisations and dignitaries,
MDA Australia office administrator and board
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member Ruth Kurc received the award on
MDA’s behalf, after the Australian branch
helped save 417 lives last year.
An Australian Red Cross spokesperson
praised MDA Australia for their commitment to
the cause, “[It’s wonderful] a small community
has made such a significant and meaningful
contribution”.
Over recent years, MDA supporters in
Australia have raised funds for Israel’s medical
services and humanitarian aid worldwide,
by donating more than 15 ambulances, 30
medicycles and vital life-saving equipment, and
funds for Israel’s new underground blood bank.

CAULFIELD HEBREW CONGREGATION

Millennial program
launching
CAULFIELD Hebrew Congregation (CHC)
will be launching a new program specifically
aimed at those aged 23-35 years old.
“Inkr4Millenials” will see several weeknight
gatherings over the year aimed at addressing
millennial anxieties, yearnings and aspirations
through inspirational speakers, innovative
thinkers, artist entrepreneurs and engaging
rabbis – over beer, wine and pizza.
“This is a new social media generation;
they’re smart, savvy and uber connected;
but they’re also often super-stressed by
the demands and expectations of this new
environment,” said CHC’s Rabbi Ralph Genende.
“We recognise their power and their search
for meaning and substance as well as their
ambition to be successful and at the cutting
edge. As the psalmist puts it ‘this is a seeking
generation’.”
The brainchild of Rabbi Genende together
with CHC connectors Gabi Ptaznik, Eli
Solomon and Rabbi Avi Bart, the initiative will
kick off on Wednesday, April 10 from 7-8.30pm
with speakers Andrew Basset of Seek, and
Suji Kanagalingam, a young director of
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
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For more information, contact CHC on 9525 9492
or RSVP to inkr4millenials@gmail.com.

BIALIK COLLEGE

Entrepreneurship
program launched
AJN STAFF
IN an Australian first, Bialik College has
partnered with LUNA Startup Studio
and UHG (Unified Healthcare Group) to
develop Entrepreneurship Week – a program that is designed to inspire, empower
and excite students as they consider their
future endeavours through the lens of
entrepreneurship.
During the week-long program, year
9 students make their own way around
the innovation hub of Richmond and
Cremorne, using public transport.
They engage with CEO guest speakers, interview successful entrepreneurs and
pitch their own ideas to respected figures in
the business world.
“We are preparing children for a workforce and for jobs that do not yet exist,
Bialik principal Jeremy Stowe-Lindner said.
“The 21st century skill set is a very different one to the siloed careers of yesteryear
so entrepreneurship is a perfect vehicle for
that.”
The program’s structure ensures students have an intensive experience that
immerses them in the entrepreneurship and
tech world in a way that connects with their
curricular experiences.
“We engage with world-class companies from Uber Eats to venture capitalists
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Rampersand, from Catch of the Day to
MYOB,” Stowe-Lindner explained.
Students spend half their time delving
into the world of these innovators, and half
the time developing ideas of their own,
culminating in a 90-second digitally interactive Shark Tank-style pitch in a public
forum to a CEO judging panel.
Stowe-Lindner also praised the input
from Bialik’s Entrepreneurship Week partners LUNA Startup Studio and UHG,
“The brilliance of LUNA’s founder and
CEO Ronen Heine and UHG managing
director Brandon Carp in formulating and
implementing a genuine program preparing our young citizens for a different future
cannot be underestimated.”
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